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Low-Overhead Cyclic Reference Signals for
Channel Estimation in FDD Massive MIMO

Rikke Apelfröjd , Wolfgang Zirwas, and Mikael Sternad

Abstract— Massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
transmission and coordinated multipoint transmission are candi-
date technologies for increasing data throughput in evolving 5G
standards. Frequency division duplex (FDD) is likely to remain
predominant in large parts of the spectrum below 6 GHz for
future 5G systems. Therefore, it is important to estimate the
downlink FDD channels from a very large number of antennas,
while avoiding an excessive downlink reference signal overhead.
We here propose and investigate a three part solution. First,
massive MIMO downlinks use a fixed grid of beams. For each
user, only a subset of beams will then be relevant, and require
estimation. Second, sets of coded reference signal sequences, with
cyclic patterns over time, are used. Third, each terminal estimates
its most relevant channels. We here propose and compare a linear
mean square estimation and a Kalman estimation. Both utilize
frequency and antenna correlation, and the later also utilizes
temporal correlation. In extensive simulations, this scheme pro-
vides channel estimates that lead to an insignificant beamforming
performance degradation as compared to full channel knowledge.
The cyclic pattern of coded reference signals is found to be
important for reliable channel estimation, without having to
adjust the reference signals to specific users.

Index Terms— Radio channel estimation, frequency division
duplex, antenna arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI user multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
downlink transmission techniques are becoming

increasingly important in the study of future systems. For the
past decade, the evolution of multiuser MIMO has moved in
two main directions: massive MIMO [1]–[5] and coherent
coordinated multipoint (CoMP) joint transmission (JT) (also
known as network MIMO) and coordinated beamform-
ing [6]–[8]. Each of these, and combinations of them, have
been identified as key enablers for the fifth generation mobile
system [9]–[12].

Coherent JT CoMP allows for interference mitigation
schemes to reduce intercell interference. This is especially
important for boosting performance at the cell edges in
intercell interference limited networks, such as heterogeneous
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networks with frequency reuse 1, [13]–[16]. Delays in the
fixed network cause outdated CSI, which can severely reduce
gains [17], [18], but channel prediction in combination with
robust precoding has shown promising results [19], [20].

In massive MIMO, the number of transmit antennas at
a base station is very large. This leads to several advan-
tages. In the special case when the number of simultaneously
scheduled users is much smaller than the number of transmit
antennas, channel vectors to different users will be almost
orthogonal with high probability. Each user will then also
experience a large linear beamforming gain from maximum
ratio combining (MRC) [3], provided that a constant CSI
quality can be ensured. More users can be added to optimize
system performance, e.g. the sum throughput [21], but this
may come at the cost of cell edge performance.

Massive MIMO requires CSI for channels from a vast num-
ber of antennas. Adding coherent JT CoMP to the framework
would increase this requirement further. A main challenge with
massive MIMO downlinks in frequency division duplex (FDD)
systems is therefore to avoid a massive downlink reference
signal (RS) overhead. In current systems the RS are often
resource orthogonal, i.e. each antenna or beam transmits RSs
on different resources. Another option is to let the antennas/
beams transmit their RSs on the same set of resources, but
the sequence of reference signals over the resources form
a code, similar to code division multiple access (CDMA),
one code per antenna/beam. These codes can be made to be
orthogonal if the number of RS resources is larger than or
equal to the number of antennas/beams. Such a pilot scheme is
called code orthogonal. The overhead associated with massive
MIMO can be reduced by using fewer RS resources than the
number of beams/antennas resulting in non-code orthogonal
RS sequences that are overlapping in the time-frequency
domain i.e. the antennas must transmit RSs on the same RS
resources, which is suboptimal [22].

Many researchers therefore instead focus on time division
duplex (TDD) systems. There, RSs could be transmitted from
the scheduled users in uplink time slots. The users are mostly
assumed to be few, so orthogonal RS could be used. Then,
channel reciprocity can be utilized to obtain estimates of the
downlink channels. Channel estimation in TDD is challenging
due to imperfections in channel reciprocity (caused by incom-
plete compensation for uplink-downlink offsets or by outdating
of CSI when users are mobile), and also due to limited transmit
power at the user, and by hardware impairments and lack
of downlink interference estimates [4], [12], [21], [23]. Still,
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it has great potential as illustrated in [3]. There, a comparison
of the plausible operation conditions of FDD and TDD in
massive MIMO assuming resource orthogonal RSs concludes
that TDD is more beneficial than FDD.

However, there is one important argument for why we need
to solve the problem of using overlapping downlink references
signals from a large number of antennas in FDD massive
MIMO: A large part of the spectrum is presently allocated
to FDD and will probably remain so for many years to come.
It would be unfortunate not to be able to take advantage of
the potential massive MIMO gains in these spectral resources.
Björnsson et al. [5] identified enabling massive MIMO for
FDD systems as the “critical question” for future research on
the topic of massive MIMO. Solving the joint problem of RS
design and channel estimation for massive MIMO and CoMP
in FDD systems would also allow backward compatibility,
which is a desirable quality for next generation systems [24].
This motivates us to study and develop a strategy that is useful
for channel estimation and prediction in wireless systems that
may use combinations of small cells, massive MIMO and JT
CoMP within a cooperative area.

For this purpose we use the fixed grid of beam concept,
where each beam is wideband and is controlled by an effective
or virtual antenna port.1

A. Contribution
A scheme for downlink channel estimation for massive

MIMO in combination with JT CoMP in FDD systems must
solve two main problems. First, we have a potentially very
large set of channel components that need to be estimated
without introducing an unreasonably large overhead. Second,
the solution must support a large number of users, with very
different conditions in terms of channel gains and fading.
We will present a scheme for an FDD implementation where
the overhead scales with the number of channels that will
be relevant for a terminal, which will typically be in the
range 5-30, in systems with hundreds of antenna elements.

The primary key property that we use is that when the
channel components have varying average gains, then each
user needs to estimate only the strongest channel components
as seen from that user. If different users will have differ-
ent strongest channel components, then estimating only their
strongest channel components will lead to an insignificant
decrease in the multi-users scheduling gain. Signals from
antennas located at different base stations will in general have
large differences in received power. For antennas located at the
same site, the average channel gains should, on the other hand,
be very similar. We therefore need to introduce some system
design elements to reduce this similarity between channels for
co-localized antennas.

Our proposed framework has four main components:
1) Antennas will be structured into a fixed grid of beams.

The downlink channel between a user and one antenna

1When we here use the word fixed, we mean fixed over a slow time scale,
e.g. several seconds. However, the fixed grid of beams can change whenever
the distribution of users changes significantly, e.g. if an office building is
empty during night then the grid of beams can be adjusted such that it
transmits little or no energy into that building.

port will be denoted a channel component. At any given
user position, only fractions of the antenna ports will
have strong signal, so only a fraction of the channel
components needs to be estimated.

2) Downlink RSs will be transmitted as overlapping RSs
using coded RS sequences. The codes are designed such
that they provide unique RS patterns for each of a
potentially very large number of antenna ports within
a cooperation area. The size K of the RS blocks (the
coded sequence length) is selected proportional to the
number of channel components that need to be estimated
for a typical user.

3) Correlation over time, space and frequency is utilized
by a linear least mean squared error (LLMSE) estimator
or by a Kalman filter to improve the CSI quality.

4) Use of cyclic sequences of RS codes ensures good
estimations regardless of the users position, by utilizing
time correlation.

The main purpose of this work is to find a solution that is
practical and can be implemented. The purpose is not to design
optimal RS codes, as these would need to be re-optimized each
time a new user is scheduled. The work is an extension of
the RS design and channel estimation introduced in [25] and
further investigated in [26]. We here extend the solution in [25]
beyond that of flat block-fading channels by first utilizing
an LLMSE estimation. Second, we introduce a Kalman filter
estimate that uses low order autoregressive (AR) models to
represent the temporal correlation. This improves the perfor-
mance, but comes at the cost of added off-line complexity.
We therefore investigate a reduced Kalman filter and show that
this gives an improvement compared to the LLMSE filter. The
AR-models utilized in the Kalman filter need to be estimated.
In particular the covariance matrices of these models can
prove difficult to estimate with a limited amount of training
data. We will address these difficulties and provide simulation
results to show that using the Moore-Penrose Pseudo inverse
to estimate covariance matrices is a good choice. Furthermore,
we add cyclic RSs to the framework in [25] and show that this
is important for estimation performance and for user fairness.

B. Related Work
Channel estimation for massive MIMO in FDD has recently

gained interest [27]–[34]. Similar to our design, these works
assume overlapping RSs and utilize some type of correlations
to improve the estimates. In contrast to our design, the works
of [27]–[33] focus on optimizing the RSs based on the
channel properties of the scheduled user. Such a solution
would demand that the reference signals are re-optimized
each time a new user is scheduled. In a situation with bursty
traffic, this would cause extra feedback overhead and introduce
undesirable delays.

In the earliest of the works above, namely [27], [28],
user specific RS designs were suggested. Based on downlink
transmission of these RSs, the terminal generated an uplink
feedback to the base station which then utilized Kalman filters
to acquire CSI. Another single-user scheme, partially based on
the use of compressed sensing, was proposed in [29]. These
concepts would demand user specific RS resources, so the
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Fig. 1. System setup.

overhead increases with the number of users and the benefit
achieved by using overlapping RSs decreases rapidly as the
number of users increase.

Jiang et al. [30], Tseng et al. [31], and Gao et al. [32]
instead optimize the RSs off-line to improve the average
channel estimation for the scheduled users. The required RS
overhead would in [30] and [31], increase with the number of
active users, which is an undesirable property, as a large part
of the massive MIMO gain comes from serving a large number
of users simultaneously (due to the logarithmic behaviour
of the capacity). The work of [32] assumes sparsity in the
channel impulse response (CIR) and correlation between the
channels from different antennas. This estimation scheme does
not provide gains when CIR are not sparse, which often occurs
in real channels [35].

These multi-user methods, though they are an improve-
ment as compared to the single user case, still require RS
re-optimization when new users are scheduled, and whenever
the shadow fading changes. Our solution instead introduces
a fixed grid of beams and cycling between pre-determined
sets of RSs. The combination of these will ensure that most
potential users can estimate their channels. Then, RSs need not
be readjusted and fed back and even users not yet scheduled
for service can prepare for transmission by estimating their
channels based on the downlink RS. This is also a strength as
compared to the TDD scenario, where only the scheduled users
can be allowed to transmit RS in order to limit RS overhead.

A somewhat related idea is proposed in [34] where RSs are
transmitted over a number of beams, lower than the number
of transmit antennas at the base station. This work focuses on
estimating only the strongest one or two beams, claiming that
to be sufficient to obtain close to full sum-rate capacity gain.
While this may be reasonable for MRC transmission when the
users are few, and inter user interference can be ignored, it will
not be adequate when interference mitigation is necessary.

A comparative study between estimation of massive MIMO
channels in TDD and in FDD (with grid of beam concepts)
has recently been performed in [36]. The authors found that
for clusters of closely spaced users, or a hot spot scenario,
the performance with the FDD grid of beam concept is
reduced. This problem is caused by using a fixed allocation of
a low to moderate number of beams that are designed to span
the full cell area. The number of beams serving a hot spot area
might then become small and inadequate. A potential remedy
for that is to rearrange the fixed grid of beam on a slower time
scale as suggested in [26].

Regardless of the estimation algorithms, estimation errors
will always be present to some extent and these inaccuracies
should ideally be accounted for when adjusting the precoding
as in e.g. [19]. The estimation inaccuracies can be treated
in a similar way as inaccuracies due to feedback limitation,
see e.g. [37], [38]. Furthermore, when the estimation error
variance varies for different channel estimates, as it will in
our proposed scheme, then the feedback rates can be adjusted
such that the feedback errors are in the same range as the
estimation errors.

Layout and Notations
Section II provides details on the fixed grid of beams and

the RS codes that are the key design elements to our solution.
The estimation algorithms used for evaluations are described
in Section III. Simulations are provided in Section IV and
Section V highlights conclusions and suggests areas for further
investigation.

An extended report version of this paper is available [39].
This report includes more details on the channel estimation
algorithms as well as some comments on how intoducing a
fixed grid of beams may limit the end performance of massive
MIMO and also on how our RS code design could be used to
improve channel estimates in TDD.

We use x̂(t1|t2) and x̂(t1) to denote an estimate of a vector
x̄(t1) at time t1. The first is based on all past measurements
up until time t2 and the second on one measurement at
time t1 only. The notations (·)T , (·)∗ and (·)† represent
transpose, hermitian transpose and pseudo inverse respectively.
The operator E[·] represents averaging over both time and
frequency. The number of elements in a set A is denoted |A|.

II. KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS

An important first step for our proposed scheme is to
create effective channel components that have different path
loss and shadow fading. Assuming an OFDM FDD downlink
where RSs are transmitted in cooperation clusters of NBS

base stations, each equipped with Ntx antennas, there are a
total of NPRC = NBS ·Ntx physical radio channels between
the serving antennas and each single antenna user. As the
path loss and shadow fading of the Ntx channels to a user
from the antennas located at the same base stations will be
similar, it will be very difficult to separate those channels from
each other based on � NPRC reference symbols. However,
if we consider a system, where a total of NPRC antennas are
arranged into a fixed grid of beams with NCC = NB · NBS

beams by digital or analogue beamforming as in Figure 1,
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then the resulting NCC channel components will have different
average channel powers, as seen from one user.

We here use a fixed grid of beam as follows: Assume that
h̃(k, l, τ) is the complex number representing the physical
radio channel from the l’th antenna on a resource k at time τ
in the frequency domain. These are translated into beams via
beamforming weights b(n, l). The channel component from
the n’th beam is then

h(k, n, τ) =
NPRC∑

l=1

b(n, l)h̃(k, l, τ)

for n = 1, .., NCC , k = 1, . . . , K. (1)

The fixed grid of beams improves the channel estimation
by two main contributions. First, due to being scattered and
reflected differently, the beams will have different strengths at
any given position as seen from one of the users. As verified by
system simulation studies in [25], the number of the strongest
(relevant) beams will therefore typically be � NCC . This
improves the possibility to resolve all relevant channels using
only K � NCC RSs. Second, beamforming reduces the time
variations of channels [1], and hence makes them easier to
estimate [40].

To achieve massive MIMO gains, each user then needs to
estimate its strongest channel components only. We use sets
of K reference symbols, where we may have K � NCC .
The K RSs are transmitted in the downlink with a period
of Ts, indexed by τ . Each beam transmits a unique RS code
in the downlink. From these, the users will be able to estimate
their strongest channel components, which are then fed back
to the base station. Through the CSI a precoder which directs
the signal energy to each user, e.g. by MRC or interference
mitigation precoding, can then be designed. In this work,
we focus on the estimation of CSI. By designing NCC RSs
codes of length K such that any set of up to K of these are
linearly independent, any user will be able to estimate its K
strongest channel components, although with a bias caused by
contamination from the other (weaker) beams.

When the strongest downlink beam channels (CCs) have
been obtained for each user who may be scheduled, they
are made available on the network side. They may then be
used to influence the scheduling of users and the physical
resource allocation of the subsequent downlink transmission.
They are also used to design a precoder matrix that generates
inputs to the fixed grid of beams, see Figure 1. The precoder
could be designed for single user maximum ratio combin-
ing (MRC), multi-site multi-user coordinated beamforming,
or zero-forcing joint transmission. Kalman estimators produce
not only point estimates of the CCs but also estimates of their
accuracy, which enables the use of robust linear precoding for
joint transmission for multiple sites [19], [20].

Good multi-user results will require the use of a sufficiently
high number of fixed beams per base station, so that no
coverage holes are created by the fixed beamforming. This
issue is not specific to the present channel estimation scheme,
it applies to any scheme that uses grid-of-beams.

A. Reference Signal Code Design
Assuming that the channel estimation is performed for each

user independently, we can focus on the channel compo-
nents (1) of a single user. We let each beam n transmit a
RS symbol ϕ(k, n, τ) on every available RS resource. The
received downlink signals at the user on the k ∈ [1, K] RS
bearing resources at time τ , ȳ(τ) =

[
y(1, τ) . . . y(K, τ)

]T
,

are then given by

ȳ(τ) = Φ(τ)h̄(τ) + v̄(τ), (2)

with the channel vector

h̄(τ) =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

[
h(1, 1, τ) . . . h(K, 1, τ)

]T

...[
h(1, NCC, τ) . . . h(K, NCC , τ)

]T

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

an RS matrix

Φ(τ)
=

[
diag{ϕ(k, 1, τ)}k∈[1,K] . . . diag{ϕ(k, NCC , τ)}k∈[1,K]

]

and a noise vector

v̄(τ) =
[
v(1, τ) . . . v(K, τ)

]T

with covariance matrix

Rv = E[v̄(τ)v̄(τ)∗]. (3)

Here v(k, τ) is the sum of noise and intercluster interference
on resource k, assumed to be i.i.d. over time. These terms will
henceforth be denoted as noise.

To ensure that a user will be able to separate and estimate its
strongest channel components, each beam will have a unique
RSs code ϕ̄(n, τ) = [ϕ(1, n, τ) . . . ϕ(K, n, τ)]T . In the special
case when NCC ≤ K , these codes could be fully orthogonal
(resource-orthogonal or code orthogonal). However, in order to
have good coverage in the full cooperation area we would like
to allow for more beams than there are available RS resources.
Then the codes cannot be allowed to be orthogonal. We may
then loosen this requirement and instead require any subset
of up to K codes out of the NCC codes should be linearly
independent.

1) An Introductory Example: To give an intuitive under-
standing of the concept, we begin with an example assuming
only NCC = 9 fixed beams and K = 6 flat fading RS
resources. As the channels are flat fading we have h(k, n, τ) =
h(n, τ) for k = 1, . . . , K , where the underline is used to mark
the channel over all subcarriers in the flat fading scenario. The
measurement equation in (2) can then be simplified, using a
compressed RS matrix Φ(τ), to

ȳ(τ) = Φ(τ)h̄(τ) + v̄(τ)

= [ϕ̄(1, τ) . . . ϕ̄(NCC , τ)]

⎡

⎢⎣
h(1, τ)

...
h(NCC , τ)

⎤

⎥⎦ + v̄(τ). (4)

As an example, let each antenna port now have its own unique
code in accordance with (5), as shown at the top of the next
page. Assume that only three beams are relevant for the user
of interest, and let Φrel(τ) be a 6x3 matrix that is formed
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Φ(τ) =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

e2.0j e−2.3j e1.7j e−2.8j e0.6j e1.2j e2.3j e−1.6j e3.1j

e−2.3j e−2.8j e1.2j e−1.6j e−1.2j e−0.6j e−2.5j e2.4j e−3.1j

e−0.2j e−1.7j e2.4j e1.7j e−2.6j e−2.9j e1.2j e1.2j e0.8j

e1.7j e1.2j e3.1j e−0.6j e1.2j e−3.1j e0.7j e−0.9j e−0.9j

e−2.6j e−0.5j e1.0j e−2.8j e3.1j e−0.4j e2.7j e1.9j e0.6j

e−0.6j e−0.5j e0.1j e1.5j e−1.0j e0.7j e2.3j e2.2j e1.8j

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5)

by the corresponding columns of Φ(τ). As columns of Φ(τ)
are linearly independent, the submatrix will have full rank
and the left pseudo inverse exists. The three relevant channel
components can then be collected in a vector hrel(τ) and
estimated through

ĥrel(τ) = Φ†
rel(τ)ȳ(τ). (6)

The subindex rel is used to indicate the part of a vector or a
matrix associated with the relevant channels.

The set of relevant channel components will depend on the
user’s location, but for any location, the user will be able to
estimate up to K = 6 channel components through (6), as any
subset of up to six column vectors of Φ(τ) will be linearly
independent. This can easily be verified by testing all possible
subsets in this simple case with only 9 channel components.

The RSs transmitted over the non-relevant channel compo-
nents will cause a bias in the estimate (6). The size of bias
depends on the number of non-relevant channel components,
their gains, and the degree of orthogonality between the
vectors in Φrel(τ) and the other vectors. The bias is zero in
the case of fully orthogonal vectors. It is also zero if we use
beam deactivation, described in [26], to send no RS on the
non-relevant beams.

In this example, the channels h(k, n, τ) were assumed to
be equal within the time-frequency block where the K RS
were transmitted. If this is not the case, we could assume the
channels h(k, n, τ) to be unequal within the block for different
k and estimate all of them. However, this will increase the
complexity and reduce the performance of the estimator. In the
following, the investigated channel estimators will be based on
the perfect correlation (flat fading) assumption, but they are
then evaluated in a scenario where the correlation is high but
not perfect. This situation will be obtained by placing the k RS
on adjacent subcarriers within the frequency extent of a LTE
resource block. Other sets of codes can then be transmitted in
other sections of the bandwidth.

2) General Reference Signal Codes: The RS matrix (5) was
designed such that any subset of up to six column vectors
will be linearly independent. We wish to create a general
such matrix with a per antenna RS power constraint. Such
a constrain will ensure that all beams have equal RS power
budget.2 This can e.g. be achieved by setting

ϕ(k, n, τ) = exp (θ(k, n, τ) · j), (7)

where j is the imaginary unit. The angles θ(k, n, τ) should
then be designed to ensure that any subset of K vectors are

2Constraints on signal envelope properties in the time domain are outside
the scope of this work, but if the RSs are chosen off-line, the framework could
be extended to include this aspect.

linearly independent. There are many selection criteria and
methods. In [25], a real-valued design parameter φ(τ) > 0,
that can be fixed over time or varying, is selected and the
phase for resource k and beam n is defined as

θ(k, n, τ) = (kφ(τ))n. (8)

We here use the codes by (8) in order to ease repeatability of
our results, since it is specified by one scalar parameter φ(τ).

How to select the real-valued design parameter φ(τ) of (8)
is an object for investigation which we shall return to in
Section IV. Some selections of φ(τ) cause submatrices to be
very ill-conditioned. A users whose strongest channel com-
ponents have RS codes that compose such an ill-conditioned
submatrix may then end up with very poor channel estimates.
For example, through the inverse in (6) the noise and RSs from
the weak channels may be amplified by a poorly conditioned
matrix Φrel(τ). In order to ensure that users at any position
will be able to estimate their strongest channel components,
selecting the phase angles θ(k, n, τ) should be done off-line,
enabling an exhaustive search.

3) Cycling Reference Signals: Even with an exhaustive
search, some sets of relevant channel components form very
good RS code submatrices, while a few others will form sub-
matrices with rather large eigenvalue spread, making it more
difficult to estimate the channels of those users. However, with
an estimation algorithm that does utilize temporal correlation,
we can improve the fairness amongst user by introducing
cycling RSs. This idea was introduced for the uplink in [41]
where the number of users exceeded the number of available
RS resources.

For the coding (8), we consider μ different parameters φ(τ)
that all result in RS matrices with reasonable low condition
numbers of their K × K submatrices. These are then cycled
with a period μ over time such that φ(τ) = φ(τ + μ). It is
then likely that any subset of relevant channels will receive
a well conditioned submatrix for at least one of the cycling
RS matrices. Over a time period of μ, the user will have at
least one good estimate, and a number of reasonably good
estimates. Through this, we introduce diversity into our RS
coding scheme.

Introducing cycling RSs does not introduce any additional
overhead, nor does it require that all users are equipped
with estimators that can utilize temporal correlation. However,
channel estimators that utilize the temporal channel correlation
will be able to improve their estimate by combining estimates
obtained with different subsequent RS code vectors, thereby
reducing the influence of badly conditioned cases.

To illustrate the effect of cycling RSs on user fairness,
we assume a system with Ncc = 72 channel components and
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Fig. 2. CDF of the condition number of the RS submatrix Φrel(τ) for
different sets of 18 relevant channel components (i.e. different user positions)
for different φ(τ) in (8).

K = 18 RS resources. We form three RS matrices (Φ(τ))
through (8) using φ(τ) = {1, 2, 3}. The values of φ(τ) are
chosen to ensure reasonably low numbers of cond(Φ(τ) (given
by {2.55, 2.48, 2.27}).

In Figure 2 we study the condition numbers of submatrices
to these. A low condition number indicates a low eigenvalue
spread and hence the channels will be easier to estimate
correctly. For example, a pseudoinverse estimate (6) will
generate less noise amplification. Here, 105 sets of K = 18
relevant channel components were randomly selected and the
condition of the RS submatrix associated with that set of
channel components was calculated. These would correspond
to user positions with different sets of relevant channels, and
in order to ensure user fairness, all such sets need to have
reasonable condition. Along with the cdf of the submatrices
associated with each of the three (Φ(τ)), we show a cdf
denoted “Best choice”, which is the result if for every set of
K = 18 relevant channel components, we select the (Φ(τ))
whose submatrix has the lowest condition.

The three different φ(τ) have very similar CDF’s where
approximately 10 % of submatrices, corresponding to 10 %
of the potential users, have a condition number of 100 or
above. These users would be at an disadvantage if only one
of these RS matrices are chosen, as their estimates would
likely be worse than for the users with well conditioned
matrices. In contrast, if we were to cycle the three, then most
users (> 99.9 %) would have a condition number below 100
in at least one out of three RS transmissions, and should be
able to gain a good estimate for those times. When temporal
correlation is used (and is high enough), users can then use
the estimates based on their best RS matrix to improve the
subsequent estimates.

III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION

A main feature of our proposed solution is to only estimate
a subset of the channel components for each user. These
components are referred to as the relevant channel compo-
nents, subindexed by rel. They may include only the channel
components required by the data transmission and hence be
selected by some threshold, or they may also include some
extra channel components. The relevant channel components
for each user can be estimated separately, either directly in the
user equipment or in the base stations, based on feedback of
measurements from the users.3 We here assume that each user

3For a discussion on benefits and drawback of placing the downlink channel
estimation in the terminal and base stations respectivly, we refer the reader
to [15] and [42] and references therein.

estimates its own relevant downlink channel components and
reports them when required.

For the estimates we assume a RS structure as follows; First,
we assume sets of orthogonal RSs are transmitted sparsely,
e.g. every 0.5 s. As shadow fading only changes on a long time
scale, of at least several of hundreds of ms for pedestrian users,
we can use these to estimate the channel correlation in space
(i.e. the cross correlation between the channel components)
and frequency. In addition, as the relevant channels change
with the shadow fading, due to e.g. new building causing
new beams to be reflected and hence a change in the set
of relevant channels, these sparsely transmitted orthogonal
RSs can also be used to find the set of relevant channels
for new users that enter the system. Our preferred way to
extract the correlation would be to allow each beam a few
orthogonal RS over the full carrier bandwidth. Through these
the channel components are estimated and then interpolation
can be used over all subcarriers to gain a large set of channels
from which to estimate the correlation. As the orthogonal RSs
are repeated infrequently, they do not introduce a large extra
overhead cost. Second, on a faster time scale, e.g. every couple
of ms, all beams transmit their individual RS codes on K
available time-frequency RS resources on a set of subcarriers
with highly correlated fading. From these RSs the channel of
these subcarriers are then estimated repeatedly over time.

There are other ways to estimate the relevant CCs. For
example the relevant CCs could be estimated from uplink
channel estimates. But this has other drawbacks (all potential
users would need to send uplink RS) so we prefer to average
downlink channel estimates over frequency.

A. LLMSE Estimation

We utilize the correlation over space and frequency by using
an LLMSE (or Wiener) filter [43]. This estimator can be
used as a start-up estimator, before information about temporal
statistics of the channel has been obtained. For this we define
a channel vector h̄rel, which consists of the relevant channel
components for the given user and h̄ ¯rel which consists of
the non relevant channel components. The estimates of the
relevant channel components are

ĥrel = Rh,rel,yR
−1
y ȳ, (9)

where Rh,rel,y = E[h̄relȳ
∗] is the cross covariance matrix

between the vector of relevant channel components and the
measurement signal and Ry = E[ȳȳ∗] is the covariance matrix
of the measurement signal vector. The required covariances
can be estimated from the sparsely transmitted orthogonal RS
or from past channel estimates, see [39] for details.

B. Kalman Filter

Kalman filters have been found useful for channel estima-
tion and prediction, see e.g. [40], [42], [44]–[46]. To incor-
porate the temporal correlation (as well as correlation over
frequency and space), we utilize a Kalman filter, which enables
us to use channel information from all previous measurements
with lower complexity than an LLMSE filter that attempts
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the same. For this, we model the channel statistics over time
by an auto regressive (AR) model

x̄(τ + 1) = Ax̄(τ) + Bū(τ),
h̄(τ) = Cx̄(τ)

Q = E[ū(τ)ū∗(τ)]. (10)

Here A, B and C are complex-valued state space matrices,
ū(t) is the white zero-mean process noise and x̄(τ) is a
state space vector of dimension ρKNCC , where ρ is the
model order. The frequency correlation and the spatial/antenna
correlation between channel components is modelled through
the covariance matrix of the process noise, Q, of dimen-
sion KNCC .

The measurement vector in (2) can then be expressed as

ȳ(τ) = Φ(τ)Cx̄(τ) + v̄(τ). (11)

Estimation of the parameters of the model (10)-(11) requires
several subsequent channel estimates, so it cannot be estimated
by the sparsely transmitted orthogonal RSs. However, if the
channel is first estimated by the LLMSE filter, then the AR
models can be estimated after a time window corresponding
to the user having moved a few tens of the carrier wavelength,
see [42] for details.

For every new measurement (11), the filter can recursively
compute the channel estimate through

x̂(τ |τ) = Ax̂(τ − 1|τ − 1) + K(τ)(ȳ(τ)
+J(τ)Ax̂(τ − 1|τ − 1)), (12)

P (τ |τ) = AP (τ − 1|τ − 1)A∗ + BQB∗

−K(τ)J(τ)(AP (τ−1|τ−1)A∗+BQB∗), (13)

ĥ(τ |τ) = Cx̂(τ |τ), (14)

where, J(τ) = Φ(τ)C, P (τ |τ) = E[(x̄(τ) − x̂(τ |τ))(x̄(τ) −
x̂(τ |τ))∗ is the covariance matrix of the state vector estimation
error and the matrix K(τ), known as the Kalman filter gain,
is obtained through

K(τ) = P (τ |τ − 1)J(τ)∗(J(τ)P (τ |τ − 1)J(τ)∗ + Rv)−1.

(15)

If the state transition matrix A is set to an all zero matrix
(reflecting that we have no information of the temporal cor-
relation) and we set hrel = h, then the estimate (14) will
coincide with the LLMSE estimate (9).

The Kalman equations (12)-(14) require initial values of
the estimate x̂(τ |τ) and of the corresponding error covariance
matrix. These are here set to x̂(0|0) = 0 and P (0|0) =
E[x̄(τ)x̄∗(τ)].

Provided that the RS matrix is cyclic with Φ(τ) = Φ(τ+μ),
the filter will converge to a cyclo-stationary filter with P (τ |τ−
1) = P (τ + μ|τ + μ− 1) within a few cycles. Then, (13) can
be calculated off-line by solving a Riccati equation, see [40]
for details.

1) Estimation of the Process Noise Covariance Matrix Q:
The frequency correlation and the spatial/antenna correla-
tion between channel components is modelled through the
covariance matrix Q of (10). Estimating this process noise
covariance matrix can be complicated. For the ideal case where

the state model is on diagonal form and perfectly models the
time dynamics of the channel, then it can be shown, [40], that

Q = Rh � C(B1B∗ � (1− āā∗))C∗, (16)

where Rh = E[h̄(τ)h̄∗(τ)] = CE[x̄(τ)x̄∗(τ)]C∗, ā is a col-
umn vector containing the diagonal elements of A, � denotes
elementwise division, and 1 is a matrix of ones. This works
also when using imperfectly estimated state space matrices in
a set of special circumstances. These include the case when
all channel components can be assumed to be identically
distributed, e.g. MIMO channels as in [40] and when the
channel components are uncorrelated, e.g. for different site
antennas as in [42].

However, the channel components defined by (1) are in
general neither identically distributed nor uncorrelated. Nor
can we expect our estimates of the state space matrices to
perfectly fit the data. Under such general conditions, the solu-
tion to (16) may provide an estimate of the process noise
covariance matrix Q, which is non-positive definite. Such an
error will destroy the convergence of a Kalman filter.

In order to ensure a positive definite matrix, we may instead
approximate Q by using the pseudo inverse. There are various
ways to do this. We have obtained good results by using

Q ≈ B†(Π + AΠA∗)(B∗)†,
Π ≈ C†Rh(C∗)†, (17)

where Π = E[x̄(τ)x̄∗(τ)]. Equation (17) follows directly
from the state space model, and will provide a channel vector
with similar statistical properties as the real channel matrix,
however it may not be the best estimate.

An alternative is to define an upper triangular matrix M and
form a Q as

Q = M∗M, (18)

which by definition will be positive semidefinite. The non-zero
elements of M can then be optimized for a given criterion,
e.g. minimizing the MSE of the channel estimate. Most such
optimization criteria will be non-convex and there is a risk
that an optimization algorithm will find a local minimum as
opposed to a the global minimum.

These alternatives are compared in Appendix, and based on
those results, the estimate (17) has been used in the channel
estimation performance investigation of Section IV-B.

C. Reduced Complexity Kalman Filter
Channel estimation through (12)-(14) provides the optimal

(linear) estimate, but the on-line complexity grows with the
square of the number of channel components [40]. Also, for a
large number of channel components, the off line complexity
related to solving the Ricatti equation may make Kalman
filtering infeasible. In order to reduce complexity, we can
choose to estimate only the relevant channel components.
We therefore introduce a reduced state space model

x̄rel(τ + 1) = Arelx̄rel(τ) + Brelūrel(τ),
h̄rel(τ) = Crelx̄rel(τ),

Qrel = E[ūrel(τ)ūrel(τ)∗], (19)
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TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS USED IN THE QUADRIGA
CHANNEL SIMULATOR, SEE [48]

which is similar to (10), with exceptions of the dimensions.
The measurement is then

ȳ(τ) = Φrel(τ)h̄rel(τ) + v̄(τ) + w̄(τ), (20)

where Φrel(τ) is the sub-matrix of the RS matrix Φ(τ) that
consists of the column vectors corresponding to the relevant
channel components. Equation (20) differs from (2) as it
includes an additional noise term w̄(τ). This is the contribution
of the non-relevant channel components

w̄(τ) = Φ ¯rel(τ)h̄ ¯rel(τ). (21)

The noise vector w̄(τ) is not white and we define a correlation
matrix

T (t) = E[w̄(τ)w̄∗(τ − t)]
= E[Φ ¯rel(τ)h̄ ¯rel(τ)h̄∗̄

rel(τ − t)Φ∗̄
rel(τ − t)]. (22)

To reduce complexity we may simply approximate the extra
noise term as i.i.d. with correlation matrix T = E[w̄w̄∗]. With
this approximation we can use the model (19) directly in the
Kalman filter (12) by replacing A, B, C, Q and Rv by Arel,
Brel, Crel, Qrel and Rv + T respectively. This would cause
information loss, but as we shall see in the simulation section,
this still provides good channel estimates.

IV. EVALUATION BY SIMULATION

To validate our concept we set up a system level simula-
tion using the Matlab based, open source, Quadriga channel
simulator, developed by the Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Insti-
tute [47]. Three base station sites spaced by 500 m, each
with three sectored base stations, were used and define a
cooperation cluster. A number of 100 individual users were
randomly placed within a circle with a 500 m radius centred
at the cluster center, providing 100 potential user positions.
For these users, channels were then generated while the users
moved for 29 seconds with a velocity of 3 km/h, using the
settings defined in Table I. Other settings were set to the
default values in the Quadriga channel generator, see [48].

A. Relevant Channel Components
The beamforming weights in (1) are set to b(n, l) =

exp(2jαnl/
√

8) where j is the imaginary unit and αn =
(67.5− 15n)π/180 for n = 0, . . . , 7, thus forming eight hori-
zontal beams per base station, yielding a total of 8 · 3 · 3 = 72
channel components per subcarrier.

To achieve beamforming gains and/or mitigate interference,
the power ratio between the strongest channel component and

Fig. 3. CDF of the number of relevant channel components (CCs) at different
user positions when using different thresholds (in dB) relative to the power
of the strongest channel.

the other channel components is of importance. Figure 3 shows
the CDF of the number of channel components that would be
relevant if a transmit scheme utilizes only channel components
with power above a threshold relative to the the strongest
channel component.

In [15] and also in [50] and [51], the use of a threshold
of 20 to 25 dB was shown to provide good CoMP perfor-
mance through interference mitigation. Assuming a threshold
of 20 dB, results in Figure 3 indicate that 15-20 channel
components would then need to be estimated.

A more lightly loaded system, in which interference mitiga-
tion is of less importance, would need fewer relevant channel
components per user, as will be shown in Section IV-B.3.
In this paper we focus on the noise limited scenario and
choose to focus on 16 relevant channel components which
is a conservative choice. For interference limited scenarios we
refer the reader to [26].

B. Channel Estimation Performance
We assume a RS structure with resource blocks of 90 kHz ×

1 ms (six subcarriers × 14 OFDM symbols á 71 μs).
Every 5 ms, a set of K = 18 RSs are transmitted within
each subband over three subsequent, identical fading OFDM
symbols (giving an overhead of 4.3%). The channels are
frequency selective, the normalized correlation between the
fading channels at each edge of the 90 kHz resource blocks
is around 0.9-0.98.

The channel components are assigned cyclic RS codes
using (7)-(8) with unit power and a RS cycle of μ = 3 and
φ(1) = 1, φ(2) = 2, φ(3) = 3. A measurement signal was
simulated through (2), with i.i.d. circular symmetric Gaussian
noise v(k, τ) with the covariance matrix Rv = 10−12 · I .
The resulting SNR is then in the range of of 8-43 dB for the
strongest channel component, depending on the user position.

For each user, the time series is divided into two parts
of 24 and 5 second respectively. The channel statistics was
estimated during the first part.

Based on sparsely transmitted orthogonal RS (every
500 OFDM symbol), each user also finds a set of 16 relevant
channels. Here the number 16 is fixed, the number of relevant
channels is here not determined by a power threshold. These
relevant channel components were then estimated using a)
pseudo inversion of the reduced RS matrix (6), b) the LLMSE
estimate (9) and c) the Kalman filter estimate (14), based on
the reduced model (19).
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Fig. 4. Average NMSE sorted after the RS strength of the channel component.

We use the approximation that the noise term w̄(τ) in (20)
is i.i.d. over time. In total 24 subbands of 90 kHz each
(6 subcarriers) are tracked by parallel Kalman filters. In (19),
each channel component is modelled by a 4:th order AR
model. The process noise covariance matrix Q in (10) is
estimated through (17). In Appendix, we evaluate this choice
of Q and compare it to an optimized solution based on (18).

For comparison, and as a lower bound, Kalman estimates
using fully orthogonal RSs are also presented. In that set-up,
each of the 72 beams is assigned RSs for all 144 subcarriers
for one out of 72 subsequent OFDM symbols. The per RS
symbol power is here set such that the total RS power budget
is equal to that of the overlapping references signals. This is an
unrealistic set-up, as it would cause an infeasible overhead.4

1) Estimation Performance: Figure 4a shows the resulting
NMSE as a function of the channel component number,
averaged over subcarriers and users. Here, the inversion
through (6) with orthogonal RSs represents the best we can
do when no correlation is utilized. Comparing this with using
overlapping RSs, we may note that the price of reducing the
RS overhead from 100% to only a few percent is a loss

4For example if we assume an OFDM-symbol duration of 71μs then we
would need to transmit RSs for 5.1 ms of the total 5 ms interval leading to
an overhead of 102 %.

of 5 dB in estimation performance. The same loss can be seen
when comparing estimations of the the Kalman filter when
overlapping and orthogonal RSs respectively are used.

While channel estimation by (6) may be sufficient for the
strongest channel components, it quickly degrades for weaker
channels. Comparing channel inversion through (6) to the
LLMSE filter, we see that by utilizing the space and frequency
correlations, the estimates are greatly improved, especially for
the weaker channel components.

A further improvement of approximately 5 dB can be
achieved by utilizing temporal correlation by introducing the
Kalman filter, which is especially important for highly loaded
system that require interference mitigation.

Most of the previously suggested approaches to channel
estimation for FDD massive MIMO optimize RSs for a
specific set of users, see Section I-B. To relate our results
to those methods, we can compare the channel estimates for
the overlapping RSs and for the orthogonal RSs when the
Kalman filter is used. In an extreme situation, where the union
of the sets of relevant channel components of the scheduled
users includes no more than K (here 18) channel components,
then an optimization of RSs would result in the estimation
performance of the orthogonal RSs (the optimized RSs would
then be orthogonal).

In a more realistic situation, where the union of the sets
of relevant channel components increases with an increas-
ing number of scheduled users, the estimation performance
would move towards that of reduced Kalman estimation with
overlapping RSs. Hence, our flexible solution, which does
not require RSs to be re-optimized every time a new user
is scheduled, should in the worst case scenario result in a
5 dB estimation performance degradation, as compared to
cases with optimized RS.

2) Effects of Using a Reduced Kalman Filter: Figure 4b
illustrates how much we loose by only estimating the Nrel =
16 relevant channel components by the reduced Kalman filter
with the model (19), rather than estimating all channel com-
ponents (Nrel = 72) by the model (10)-(11). As the off-line
complexity related to calculating the covariance matrix P (t|t)
in (13) through solving the Ricatti equation grows with N3

CC ,
this investigation is only performed for ten of the 100 user
positions.

We can see that when all channel components are estimated,
based on overlapping RSs with 4.3 % RS overhead, then the
16 strongest channel components can be estimated almost as
well as if orthogonal RSs were used. Parts of the gain from
estimating all channel components could likely be achieved by
including the interference term w(t) in (20) in the state vector
of the reduced Kalman estimator. Such investigations are left
for future work.

3) Capacity When Using MRC Beamforming: The effect of
the estimation errors in terms of MRC beamforming gain is
illustrated in Figure 5. The results in this figure are based
on the average values over all users, i.e. we assume that the
estimation performances are given by the average Kalman
estimation NMSE presented in Figure 4a. As an estimate of
the corresponding the SNR per channel component, we use the
inverse of the NMSE achieved by inversion with orthogonal
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Fig. 5. An illustration of the single users maximum ratio beamforming gain,
based on Shannon capacity, as a function of the included number of channel
components. CSI accuracy is based on the Kalman estimates in Figure 4a.
Note that the curves overlap.

RSs (the thin solid line in Figure 4a). The resulting Shannon
capacity show in the figure, is based on maximum ratio
transmit beamforming to one single user, by combining the
strongest fixed beams.

From Figure 5 we see that there is next to no beamforming
gain from using orthogonal RSs for our particular scenario.
The reasons for this are as follows: First, the estimation quality
is already very good for the strongest channel components
when using Kalman estimation based on overlapping RS and
an extra gain in accuracy will only translate into a very small
capacity gain. Second, MRC beamforming gains are robust
to estimation errors. Third, as capacity grows logarithmically
with SNR, adding extra channel component, that have low
SNR as compared to the strongest channel component, to the
beam provides very little extra gain; note the saturation of the
curves in Figure 5.

A separate study of interference supression by regularized
zero forcing precoding in a CoMP cluster with massive MIMO
antennas under a similar simulation set-up as here, but with
288 beams, is presented in [26]. Each beam is then treated
as one antenna element of a regular low order MIMO system
and the channel components rather than the channels of each
antenna set up the channel matrix. This study also includes
a beam deactivation algorithm to ensure that no RS power
would be wasted on beams that are weak to all users within the
system. The results presented there, with 10 % RS overhead,
show that performance loss, in terms of payload spectral
efficiency, was approximately 12% compared to when perfect
CSI was used.

4) Effect of Using Cycling Reference Signals: A small
separate experiment focuses on the effects of the use of
cycling RSs. To more clearly distinguish the contribution of
cycling RS, we here generate a set of channel components
that all have the same average SNR. For this purpose, 72 i.i.d.
flat fading channels with first order AR statistics were first
generated, using filters with a single pole in 0.999e0.1j (gen-
erating very slow time variations). Separate measurements
were then created, through (2), (7) and (8) as in Figure 2 in
Section II-A.3 using K = 18 RS carrying resources, by using
cycling reference signals with φ(t) = {1, 2, 3} and non-
cycling (fixed) reference signals with φ(t) = 1, φ(t) = 2
and φ(t) = 3. White Gaussian noise that would correspond to
an average SNR of 10 dB for orthogonal RSs was added.
All channels (Nrel = 72) were then estimated using a

Fig. 6. Comparison of the NMSE distributions of channel estimates based on
cycling and non-cycling (fixed) RSs, as in Figure 2. The statistics represent
the 72 i.i.d. channels.

Kalman filter that was based on accurate estimates of the AR
statistics, the SNR and the (flat-fading) subcarrier correlations.
The resulting NMSE (averaged over 1000 samples, which
correspond to time-series with approximately 3 fading dips)
are shown in Figure 6. We here see a clear improvement in the
estimation accuracy from using the cycling reference signals
versus any of the fixed reference signal patterns.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have here proposed a joint reference signal design and
channel estimation scheme that enables sufficiently accurate
channel estimation for massive MIMO gains in FDD systems.
Our solution begins with introducing fixed beams, over which
RSs are transmitted. These break up the i.i.d. statistics of
channels for the same base station, and we used this to our
advantage by only estimating a subset of relevant channel
components. The estimated relevant channel components can
then be used for precoding, e.g. through MRC or zero forcing
for data transmission.

Channel estimation performance was evaluated using a
Kalman filter and an LLSME filter. The Kalman filter comes
with the added benefit that channel predictions are straight-
forward to implement, but requires high complexity off-line
calculations. At a user speed of 3 km/h, we obtained significant
differences between the two estimation algorithms, which
can be especially important in interference limited scenarios.
We have shown that with a full order Kalman filter based
on overlapping RSs, we achieve almost as good estimation
performance as with orthogonal RSs for the relevant channel
components.

We have also introduced a reduced Kalman filter which
only estimates the relevant channel components, assuming that
the interference from the other channel components can be
regarded as noise with a time-independent covariance matrix.
This comes at a 5 dB performance loss in estimation NMSE
in our evaluation scenario, but estimations are still sufficiently
accurate to ensure almost the full capacity gain provided by
MRC beamforming.

As different users will have different sets of relevant chan-
nels, it is of importance that the RS code design ensures that
no user positions will result in estimation performance loss
due to poorly conditioned RS matrices. We have here shown
that well conditioned RS matrices can easily be constructed
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for a majority of the users, but that some will still experience
badly conditioned submatrices. However, we have also shown
that this problem can be essentially eliminated, without having
to adjust RS patterns to users, by introducing cycling RSs.

Results on how the channel estimation performance would
translate into sum-rate or some other end-performance, when
interference mitigation schemes are used, is a subject for future
investigations. The proposed scheme has recently been used to
advantage in a large set-up with 288 beams including a beam
deactivation scheme, in [26].

Open Issues: Our results showed a significant gap in
estimation performance between the reduced Kalman filter and
that which estimated all channel components. This gap may be
reduced if the interfering noise terms w̄ generated by the non-
relevant channels are tracked along with the relevant channels.

A source of estimation errors stems from estimating the
covariance matrix of the process noise. Given limited channel
data and a large set of channels this may prove difficult.
In [52] a regularization term is utilized to improve covariance
matrix estimation. Such regularization can often be derived
through a Bayesian estimation approach with some prior
information [53]. A natural extension of the work presented
here is to use such an approach to improve the accuracy of
the covariance matrices and thereby the channel estimations.

Another natural extension of the work presented here is to
investigate Kalman channel predictions, as these are needed
for CoMP in combination with massive MIMO.

APPENDIX

ESTIMATION OF THE PROCESS NOISE

COVARIANCE MATRIX

To validate our choice of calculating the covariance matrix
of the process noise Q through (17) we here compare this to
an alternative where Q is instead calculated through finding a
triangular matrix M that relates to Q by (18).

The matrix M is here iteratively optimized using the interior
point method.5 For each new M , the covariance matrix Q is
calculated and used in the Kalman filter by (14). We optimize
M based on minimizing the resulting NMSE, which is calcu-
lated over the 1000 time sample in the evaluation interval.

For each new M the Riccati equation must be solved. This
is a time consuming process, so to keep the complexity low
we have for the purpose of optimizing Q set the number of
relevant channels to six and only perform the evaluation for
two user positions. We also lower this complexity by using
time fixed RS by (8) with φ(τ) = 1 for all τ .

As the optimization problem is non convex, there are various
values of M that will result in a low minimum. To find as
many of them as possible we repeat the optimization problem
for different starting values of M . These are

Unit The initial value of M is set to a unit matrix.
Rand The initial value of M is set to an upper triangular

matrix whose elements are drawn from a random
Gaussian distribution of complex numbers with unit
variance.

5Here, Matlab’s function fmincon is used to find the optimum. The diagonal
elements of M are constrained to positive numbers and all other non-zero
elements are unbounded.

Fig. 7. The CDFs of the NMSE provided by the reduced Kalman filter using
estimates of the process noise matrix Q through (17)), denoted “Pseudo inv.”,
through optimiziation of an upper triangular matrix M in (18), denoted “Opt.”,
with different initial values for M , and by using a block diagonal channel
covariance matrix Rh to find a block diagonal Q through (16), denoted
“Block diag.”.

Diag The matrix Q is first calculated through (17). Then
the initial value of M is a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements are given by the squared root of
the diagonal elements of Q.

Chol The matrix Q is first calculated through (17). Then
the initial value of M is found through Cholesky
decomposition of Q.

Figure 7 shows the resulting NMSE as a CDF over the
144 subcarriers with different initial values of M . For com-
parisons there is also an option in which the channels from
different beams were assumed to be uncorrelated by setting
the covariance matrix of the channel Rh to a block diagonal
matrix and then calculate Q through (16), providing a block
diagonal covariance matrix Q. The results show that the initial
values of M have a significant impact on the NMSE. As the
optimization algorithm is very slow, it is an infeasible option
for any realistic scenario. However, we see that both the
pseudo inverse and the block diagonal versions of Q provide
a low NMSE and can be used successfully for these kinds
of data. They provide NMSE performance close to that of an
optimized Q = MM∗ with the best performing initial value
choice (“Chol”) for M .

When studying the cross correlations between the channels
in further detail, it was clear that the cross correlation between
different subcarriers of the same beam had a cross correlation
above 0.9 while the channels that belonged to different beams
had a cross correlation of less than 0.25. While the cross
correlation between the beams is still significant, it does give
the channel covariance matrix a block diagonal dominant
structure, which may be why the block diagonal structure
works so well. Why the pseudo inverse works so well is
difficult to say, but to date, we have not been able to find
any option that works significantly better.
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